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ABSTRACT
People consider recommendations from AI systems in diverse domains ranging from recognizing tumors in medical images to deciding which shoes look cute with an outfit. Implicit in the decision
process is the perceived expertise of the AI system. In this paper,
we investigate how people trust and rely on an AI assistant that
performs with different levels of expertise relative to the person,
ranging from completely overlapping expertise to perfectly complementary expertise. Through a series of controlled online lab studies
where participants identified objects with the help of an AI assistant, we demonstrate that participants were able to perceive when
the assistant was an expert or non-expert within the same task and
calibrate their reliance on the AI to improve team performance.
We also demonstrate that communicating expertise through the
linguistic properties of the explanation text was effective, where
embracing language increased reliance and distancing language
reduced reliance on AI.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; •
Computing methodologies → Machine learning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

People team up with AI-powered systems to accomplish critical
tasks including identifying tumors in medical images and detecting
obstacles in L2 automated driving, as well as more mundane tasks
such as automated grammar checking and phishing attack detection.
The dream of the ideal human-AI partnership relies on the premise
that the expertise of the AI system complements the expertise
of the human, which allows the partnership to accomplish even
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more than each actor alone. Bansal et al. [5] found that human-AI
team performance was higher in tasks in which the correlation of
errors between the human and AI was lower, in other words, when
there was a higher degree of complementary expertise between the
human and AI.
However, it is not always easy for a human user to know when an
AI system may be an expert (having high accuracy) in some parts of
a task but be an non-expert (having low accuracy) in others parts of
the task. It is thus difficult for the human user to know when to trust
and rely on the AI system’s recommendation or override it. Humans
can calibrate their trust by observing the performance of their AI
partner over time and comparing it to their own performance. Yin
et al. [50] found that higher trust ratings were associated with an AI
system that is observed to perform better than the human partner.
Though, in practice, AI systems often do not perform uniformly
better or worse in a task relative to their human partners. For
example, an AI radiology assistant may detect certain types of
tumors more accurately than the radiologist but less accurately
than the radiologist with other types of tumors. The human partner
must dynamically learn and calibrate themselves to the nuances of
AI system’s specific expertise to know when to defer to or override
the system’s recommendation. But how well can people detect and
learn when an AI assistant may be highly accurate in some parts
of the task but not others? Furthermore, is it ideal to have perfect
complementarity or does some overlap of expertise help to build
trust in the system? Finally, how does the degree of complementary
expertise affect human-AI team performance?
In this paper, we report on a series of controlled online lab studies that investigate these questions. In the first study, we designed a
shape identification task in which human participants had to identify the category of the shape with the help of an AI assistant that
had different degrees of complementary expertise to the human.
Humans leveraged their innate expertise to recognize real shapes
such as circles, squares, and triangles, but had no expertise in recognizing novel "fake" shapes we generated for this study. In different
experimental conditions, we manipulated the level of complementary expertise of the AI assistant from completely overlapping with
the human (i.e., being highly accurate for only the real shapes) to
completely complementary to the human (i.e., being highly accurate for only the novel fake shapes). The results demonstrate that
participants were able to perceive when the AI assistant was an
expert or non-expert within the same task and relied on the AI more
often as its complementary expertise increased, leading to greater
task performance (number of shapes identified correctly). However,
subjective measures of trust did not follow a similar trend across
conditions of different complementary expertise, highlighting an
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opportunity for the AI to better communicate its expertise to their
human partner to build appropriate trust.
Providing natural language explanations that communicate confidence information [47] is a common method to moderate trust
when conveying the expertise of an AI system. However, as Zhang
et al. [52] found, explanations can undermine team performance
if they overload the human user with too much extra information
to consider. To address this concern, we leverage prior work showing that people naturally rely on subtle linguistic cues to infer the
intentional stance and beliefs of the other person (or AI assistant)
and to explain behavior [18]. Existing AI systems such as smart
agents often employ particular linguistic cues such as the first person point-of-view pronoun "I" or cues that reveal the AI’s belief
state such as "Your thermostat turned off the heat because it thinks
you are not home". Specifically, we investigate how these cues convey psychological distance (the cognitive separation between the
self and other entities such as persons, events, or times [26]) to
indicate perspective and allow the user to infer the AI’s confidence
or expertise. We investigate two methods for manipulating psychological distance that are already commonly used but understudied
in textual explanations: belief markers and point-of-view (POV). A
belief marker in an explanation is a word that indicates the strength
of the explainer’s belief in the explanation, and allows the listener
or explainee to form impressions about the explainer and the explanation [29]. Belief markers lie in a spectrum from distancing to
embracing. Belief markers with higher distance (distancing markers) include terms that imply lower certainty such as think and
believe, whereas belief markers with lower distance (embracing
markers) include words that imply higher certainty such as realize
and know [29, 30]. Point-of-view (POV), on the other hand, refers
to statements either in the more distancing 3rd-person perspective
(using terms like "the system", "Siri", "it") or in the less distancing
1st-person perspective (using terms like "I", "We"). In a second study,
we added natural language explanations to the experimental paradigm of our first study and conducted a systematic investigation of
the effects of belief markers and point-of-view on trust, reliance,
and performance. The results show that embracing and distancing
language had a significant effect, with embracing and distancing
language inducing higher agreement and lower agreement with
the AI, respectively, providing a subtle mechanism to support appropriate reliance on the AI according to when its recommendation
is correct or incorrect.
Our work makes two key contributions. In the area of AI-assisted
decision making, our work demonstrates that people are able to
detect and rely on an AI assistant that performs both expertly
and non-expertly in different parts of the same task, a common
case in practice but not yet systematically studied. In the area of
Explainable AI, our work systematically investigates the distancing/embracing effects of belief markers and point-of-view markers
that are commonly employed in AI explanations.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 AI-Assisted Decision Making
Many AI systems that provide input for high-impact decision making are already integrated into a variety of work domains including
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child welfare risk assessment [9], recidivism prediction [10], predictive policing [39], and clinical decision support [46]. These examples
follow the paradigm of AI-assisted Decision Making [4, 22] where 1)
both the human and AI system are presented with a decision, 2) the
AI system provides its recommendation, 3) the human makes the
final decision that either agrees with or rejects the recommendation,
and 4) the outcome of the final decision is revealed along with a
reward if correct. Along with many other HCI studies [38, 51, 52],
we follow a similar paradigm in our experiments.
AI systems rarely work perfectly in practice and often make
errors in their recommendations, leading the human astray. In
other cases, the AI system may actually be correct but the human
teammate may incorrectly reject the recommendation. The success
of the human-AI team depends on the human knowing when to rely
or not rely on the AI. Bansal et al. [3] found that humans can form
mental models of the AI system’s error boundary by observing the
system’s performance over time in a novel object identification task.
Updating the error boundary in the middle of the task could also
degrade team performance because it becomes incompatible with
the human’s mental model. Gero et al. [17] similarly showed how
players who had a more accurate mental model of the AI assistant
performed better in a game. In our work, we investigate whether
humans with a priori expertise can identify the error boundaries
of an AI system that has expertise in some aspects of the task and
rely on it appropriately.

2.2

Complementary Expertise in Human-AI
Teams

One of the most compelling reasons for using human-AI teams is
that humans and machines often have complementary strengths.
Indeed, Bansal et al. [5] found that team performance was higher
for tasks where there was only a small correlation of errors between human and AI. In particular, relying on the AI improved
team performance for tasks in which the human’s and AI’s expertise complemented each other, in contrast to other tasks in which
expertise was more overlapping. Feng & Boyd-Graber [15] describe
examples of when humans and AI have complementary abilities
in different output spaces such as in a trivia game where humans
are good at chaining evidence and solving wordplay whereas an
AI can leverage its ability to memorize every poem or book ever
written to identify quotes faster than a human. We adopt a related
working definition of complementary expertise to be the degree
to which the AI system is more accurate than the human in areas
of the task that the human partner tends to be less accurate. An
analogy for an AI that has high complementary expertise in a trivia
game would be if the AI was an expert in an obscure topic (e.g.,
numismatics) but had little knowledge in a common topic that the
human partner had expertise (e.g., cliches).
Moreover, the expertise of human can affect the trust and use of
AI systems. Nourani et al. [36] studied domain experts and how AI
errors shown early in a sequence of recommendations can erode
trust in the AI that can be difficult to rebuild, whereas novices with
low domain expertise displayed automation bias and tended to trust
the AI blindly. Even domain experts like clinicians can be susceptible to automation bias when the AI system proactively offers a
suggestion before the clinicians make their own initial assessment
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[25]. Schaffer et al. [40] found that overconfident participants who
reported high task familiarity relative to their actual expertise said
they trusted their AI partner more but in fact did not rely on it.
Prior work [5, 28, 52] studied AI systems that have a single fixed
level of expertise or performance relative to the human.
In our work, we explore the common case in practice where
the human leverages their existing expertise along with a new AI
system that performs correctly and incorrectly in different parts of
the task. We explicitly manipulate the expertise of the AI system
(i.e., how accurate its recommendations are) to have more or less
overlap with the expertise with the human, to study how it effects
team performance, reliance, and trust.

2.3

Trust and Reliance on AI Systems

Appropriate trust and reliance are central facilitators of team performance for both human-human and human-AI teams. Reliance can
be defined as the continued relationship on the basis of one party’s
dependable habits toward the other, whereas trust is a special case
of reliance where one party is relying specifically on the good will
of the other party [2]. An integrative model by Mayer et al. [32]
identifies the bases of team trust to include ability, integrity, and
benevolence.
In the scope of our work using the AI-assisted Decision Making
paradigm, we assume the benevolence (committed to the team’s
well-being) and integrity (behaves ethically) of the AI partner, and
will focus on how learned trust is formed based on the human’s
perceived ability/expertise of the AI partner. With respect to ability,
Lee & Moray [24] proposed that trust depends on human-machine
joint performance, system errors, and the human’s prior trust. For
prior trust, Kocielnik et al. [19] and Cai et al. [7] showed that
setting initial expectations of the particular types of errors (false
positives vs false negatives) can help increase user satisfaction and
acceptance of an AI system. Similarly, Yin et al. [50] found that trust
is a function of the human’s expectation of the system’s accuracy
but also the observed system accuracy. People were more likely to
trust in a model if the model’s observed accuracy is higher than
their own, in other words, when the model has greater overall
expertise than the self. Yu et al. [51] found that trust in a system
can increase over time when the system performs at over a 70%
accuracy threshold. In our work, we focus on how appropriate trust
and reliance are built up when partnering with an AI at different
levels of expertise within the same task relative to the human.

2.4

Explanation Language in AI Systems

Providing explanations can help people who do not possess complete in-depth knowledge of the system to understand, predict, and
therefore trust AI systems [33]. Communicating an AI system’s intentions, state, capacity, and upcoming actions, can help users form
and reinforce an accurate mental model [21]. This representation
of the AI system allows users to continuously cycle through the
process of perceiving information, comprehending the provided
explanation, anticipating future actions, and taking the appropriate
precautions in unforeseen circumstances [35, 42]. Körber et al. [20]
found that users felt more strongly that they had understood the
system, the reason for the AI system’s actions, and intervention
request when they were provided explanations.
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Besides helping people to form a correct mental model, explanations can also help clarify the responsibilities of the users and the AI
system. By explicitly explaining the system actions and clarifying
the task to users, explanations help to highlight the status of both
parties as partners through cooperative perception and to assist
users in understanding whether they (an internal determinant) or
the AI system (an external determinant) are mainly responsible for
the behavior of the system [43], and consequently to improve the
interaction of a user with the AI system [35].
Explanations are closely associated with human attitudes towards and acceptance of AI systems. For example, Lai & Tan [23]
found that providing an appropriate explanation for AI-assisted
decision making increased people’s trust in AI agents, acceptance
of the recommendation, and team performance. In addition, evidence suggests that rational explanations are effective for users
who report being unfamiliar with a task in terms of trust and performance [41]. Cai et al. [6] found that example-based explanations
can lead to a better understanding of the system and trust (i.e.,
capability and benevolence). However, the positive effect of explanation has not been supported by the work of Zhang et al. [52],
who found that even though providing explanations or confidence
information can help humans better assess the abilities of the AI
system and calibrate their trust to the system’s error boundary, the
additional information can lead to cognitive overload and reduce
overall team performance. Thus, there is a need for more subtle, less
cognitively demanding methods for AI systems to communicate
their confidence and rationales.
Explanations using natural language text is common in intelligent virtual agents [48] and intelligent systems [11, 13, 45] because
it leverages people’s innate ability to understand language, which
does not require additional learning or high cognitive effort. Prior
literature found that linguistic structure plays an important role in
the effectiveness of explanations. DeGraaf & Malle [12] posited that
people expect explanations from AI systems to follow the linguistic
framework used to explain human behaviors. For example, Harbers
et al. [18] showed that people prefer explanations that reflect the
intentional stance of the AI, including its beliefs, desires, and mental
states influencing its decisions. One natural way for explanations to
indicate perspective and communicate confidence [31] is to adjust
the text’s psychological distance, the cognitive separation between
the self and other entities such as persons, events, or times [26].
Belief markers and point-of-view are two linguistic devices that
can manipulate psychological distance [29, 33]. Belief markers that
increase distance (distancing markers) include words that imply
less certainty such as think and believe, whereas belief markers that
decrease distance (embracing markers) include words that imply
more certainty such as realize and know [29]. For example, when
answering the question "Why is this shape a triangle?", the explanations "I think it has three sides" and "I know it has three sides" both
use the same reasoning, but the use of different belief markers conveys different impressions: the use of "think" seems to convey the
idea that the explainer may not be certain of the reasons. Research
in linguistic semantics shows that different verbs can convey different degrees of speaker confidence in the truth of a statement, for
example, verbs such as "know" presuppose the truth, so we should
expect to hear them only from speakers who are certain about what
they are saying. On the other hand, verbs such as "believe" convey
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no such presupposition [27]. Point-of-view markers, on the other
hand, refer to statements in the third-person perspective or the firstperson perspective. In general, the use of first-person point-of-view
(e.g., I/we) invites the explainee to infer that the reason is a belief of
the explainer and to form an embracing impression. However, the
third-person point-of-view (e.g., she/he/it) only implies some sort
of agreement from the explainer, which leads to a more distancing impression [33] (e.g., "She thinks it has three sides"). In prior
studies of health narratives, using the 1st person POV has been
shown to be more effective for enhancing message involvement
and producing persuasive outcomes than using the 3rd person POV
[8]. However, even though most text-based explanations use these
markers, past work on the impacts of the linguistic structure in
AI explanations is limited. In fact, a survey paper by Lai et al. [22]
highlighted a research opportunity to better define the design space
of AI assistance elements and to identify what might help people
better assist decision makers rather than driven by new modeling
or technical capabilities. In our work, in Study 2, we systematically
investigate how explanations with different levels of psychological
distance (operationalized using point of view and belief markers)
influence trust and reliance on an AI system and its interactions
with expertise. But first in the next section, we will describe Study
1, which investigates how the degree of complementary expertise
affects human-AI team performance, trust, and reliance.

3

STUDY 1: COMPLEMENTARY EXPERTISE

Our first study focused on collaborating with an AI with different
degrees of complementary expertise relative to the human participant. We investigate the following research question:
• Research Question 1 (RQ1): How does the degree of complementary expertise affect team performance, reliance behavior, and trust in AI-assisted decision making?
To answer this question, we formulated these hypotheses:
• H1: Human-AI team performance is higher when the AI has
higher degrees of complementary expertise.
• H2: People rely more on an AI system that has higher degrees
of complementary expertise.
• H3: People have higher subjective trust in an AI system that
has a higher degree of complementary expertise.
To test these hypotheses, we designed a shape identification experiment in which participants relied on their innate knowledge of
familiar shapes, but in order to identify unfamiliar shapes they also
had to learn when to rely on an AI that had a certain combination
of expertise in some familiar and unfamiliar shapes.

3.1

Task and User Interface Design

To test our hypotheses, we needed to design a task in which all
participants would be total experts for some trials without any
training but total non-experts in other trials, in order to mirror
the type of real-life situation that requires working with a partner.
Accordingly, we developed an object identification task in which
participants were shown a series of images of 2D shapes and were
asked to select to which of six shape categories it belonged. The six
shape categories included three Regular shapes, Rectangle, Triangle,
Circle, and three Fake shapes, Senectus, Pharetra, and Ultrices. The
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Regular shapes of Rectangle, Triangle, and Circle were already
familiar to all participants, and each instance within a category
varied randomly in fill color, length of sides, and corner angles (for
the Triangle). In contrast to the Regular shapes that participants
were experts at identifying, the Fake shapes were artificially created
and named for this study, using Bezier curves as sides for a closed
2D shape with particular border and interior patterns (dots, dashes,
or dots&dashes). Fake shapes categories are distinguished by the
number of sides and whether the border pattern and interior fill
patterns match or are different. Shape design criteria are shown in
Appendix Table 3. Each example of a Fake shape varied randomly in
category-irrelevant features including its fill color, length of sides,
and angles of its curved sides (Appendix Figures 32, 33, and 34 show
examples of the three Fake shape categories).
To manipulate degrees of complementary expertise in a betweensubjects experiment, we paired each participant with a version of
an AI partner, named ShapeBot, that had a specific combination
(or level) of expertise in identifying shapes and recommending
an answer to the participant. In the condition with the highest
complementary expertise, ShapeBot was configured to correctly
identify all Fake shapes, but performed poorly (seeming to guess
randomly) on the Regular shapes that participants would already
know how to identify on their own. In this case, the expertise of
the AI and the human perfectly complemented each other. In the
condition with the lowest complementary expertise, ShapeBot was
configured to correctly identify only Regular shapes, and performed
poorly (seeming to guess randomly) on the Fake shapes. In this case,
the expertise of the AI and human were completely overlapping.
We also tested all combinations of conditions in between those two
extremes (see 3.2.1). At the beginning of the study, participants were
introduced to ShapeBot and told that it will make recommendations
that participants could choose to agree or disagree with in their
final decision.
Participants experienced the task through a web interface shown
in Figure 1. There were in total 42 trials (7 trials per object category),
randomly ordered. For each task trial, participants followed these
steps: 1) the object is shown and participants make their initial
guess (Figure 1a); 2) the AI shows its recommendation (Figure 1b);
and 3) the participant makes a final decision that either agrees
with or rejects the AI’s recommendation; 4) feedback is shown
indicating whether the AI’s recommendation and participant’s final
guess were correct (Figure 1c) or incorrect (Figure 1d) as well as
the number of points earned (up to 2 points: 1 point for a correct
first guess + 1 point for a correct final guess).

3.2

Study Design

We designed a between-subject experiment with complementary
expertise level as the factor to investigate how it affects team performance, behavioral reliance, and subjective trust. The study design
and task were reviewed and approved by a third party outside our
research group according to our organization’s standard protocol.
3.2.1 Independent Variable. The independent variable in this study,
degree of complementary expertise, consisted of four levels. Participants naturally had perfect expertise in identifying the 3 types of
Regular shapes (i.e., they can correctly identify 100% of examples),
but had no expertise in the new unfamiliar Fake shapes (i.e., random
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(c)

(a)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1: The task interface for study 1. Participants first guessed the object’s category (a), were shown the AI’s guess (b), and
then made their final decision. Participants then saw a feedback screen indicating the correctness of their decision, the AI’s
guess, as well as bonus points awarded for the task, if applicable (c and d).
guessing). To make the expertise symmetric, we designed the AI
assistant, ShapeBot, to have perfect expertise in an equal number
(3) of shape categories as the participant. However, ShapeBot’s expertise is distributed among the Regular and Fake shape categories
differently according to the level of complementary expertise in
each experimental condition. In the lowest level (0), there was a
complete overlap in the expertise, with ShapeBot sharing the exact
same expertise in the three Regular shape categories as the participant and identifying the three Fake shapes poorly (correctly
identifying them at chance or roughly 1/3 of trials). In the highest
level (3), ShapeBot perfectly complemented the participant and had
expertise only in the three Fake shape categories, and identified the
three Regular shapes poorly (correctly identifying them at chance
or roughly 1/3 of trials). See Table 1 for details.
3.2.2 Dependent Variables. The dependent variables in this study
include performance, reliance behavior, and trust.
• Performance: We used two performance metrics for this
study: first guess performance, representing how often participants guessed the shape correctly before seeing the AI’s
recommendation, and final decision performance, representing how often participants guessed the shape correctly after
seeing the AI’s recommendation.

Table 1: Levels of Complementary Expertise
ShapeBot correctly identifies
Complementarity Level
0 (None)
1 (Small)
2 (Moderate)
3 (Complete)

Regular shapesa

Fake shapes b

3 of 3
2 of 3
1 of 3
0 of 3

0 of 3
1 of 3
2 of 3
3 of 3

a Easily
b Not

recognized by humans
easily recognized by humans

• Reliance Behavior: To measure participants’ reliance on
the AI, we used two behavioral indicators, agreement frequency and switch-to-agree frequency, defined below.
(1) Agreement Frequency: how often the participant’s final
decision agreed with the AI system’s recommendation.
(2) Switch-to-agree Frequency: how often participants changed
their first guess to match the AI system’s recommendation
as their final decision.
• Trust: Subjective trust was measured using the Scale of
Trust in Automated Systems developed by Muir & Moray
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[34]. The 7-item scale comprises six dimensions measured
with a Likert scale: competence, predictability, dependability,
responsibility, reliability, and faith. Responses were summed
for a composite score of self-reported subjective trust.

3.3

Participants

We recruited a total of 178 participants from Amazon Mechanical
Turk. To ensure data quality, we included only workers whose
prior task approval rating of at least 95% and had a minimum
of 1,000 approved tasks. After removing responses that indicated
inattentive participants (those who made more than 2 mistakes
when identifying Regular shapes), we were left with data from 160
participants.
For participating in the study, each respondent received a payment consisting of a base rate of $1.50 and a performance-based
bonus payment, which depended on the total points earned (1 point
=$0.02) for correctly identifying shapes. Participants received a median bonus of $1.20 and took a median of 11.12 minutes to complete
the task, for a median hourly rate of $14.57.

3.4

Study Procedure

Upon accepting the Human Intelligence Task (HIT) on Amazon Mechanical Turk, participants were directed to our survey on Qualtrics
and were briefed on the experiment’s purpose and that their participation was voluntary. After signing a consent form, they read
the task instructions and scoring scheme. To help participants understand the task procedure, they were given five training trials. In
each trial, six objects (that were different from the objects in the
main part of the task) were shown including three Regular shapes
(Square, Pentagon, Ellipse) and three Fake shapes (Pretium, Sceleris,
Trapezium). After finishing all training trials, participants were
asked if they understood the task procedure and proceeded to the
main task.
After completing the 42 randomly-ordered task trials, participants were required to rate their trust and reliance in the AI system,
and to estimate the AI system’s ability to identify objects. Further,
participants completed a questionnaire that collected information
on their age, gender, education, and race/ethnicity.

3.5

Results

To test our hypotheses, we used the Mixed Linear Model package
in SPSS Statistics 26 to conduct one-way ANOVAs with the level
of complementary expertise as the main factor on the dependent
variables. The alpha level was set at 0.05 for statistical tests, and
a Bonferroni alpha correction was used for post hoc comparisons.
For the sake of brevity, we focus on statistically significant results,
and selectively report statistically insignificant results to address
our specific hypotheses.
3.5.1 Manipulation Check. To verify that participants were able to
recognize the AI system’s expertise in identifying different shapes,
participants were asked to rate how well ShapeBot correctly identified objects from each shape type on a 7-item scale (Not well at
all to Extremely Well). Results confirmed that the manipulation
of complementary expertise degree affected the participants as intended. Specifically, participants’ rating of ShapeBot’s ability to
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identify the Regular shapes decreased as the level of complementary expertise increased (F(3,159)=28.507, p<0.001, η 2 =0.354), and
the ability in identifying the unfamiliar Fake shapes increased as
the level of complementary expertise increased (F(3,159)=35.763,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.407).
3.5.2 Performance. Performance was measured using two indicators: first guess and final decision performances. For Regular shapes,
not surprisingly there were no significant difference in these two
indicators across the expertise conditions because participants relied solely on their innate ability to recognize regular shapes (see
Appendix A.2.1 for details).
First Guess Performance: We calculated the percentage of trials in which the participant correctly guessed the correct shape
before seeing the AI’s recommendation. Participants are expected to
perform well on this measure only if they innately can identify the
shape (e.g., Regular shapes) or have learned the shape after seeing
similar examples in previous trials. The results combining all shape
categories showed that there were no significant differences (F(3,
159)=0.281, p=0.839, η 2 =0.005) across different levels of complementary expertise. Likewise, the results for only the Fake shapes
also did not reveal any significant effects of complementarity on
the ability to guess correctly on the first guess (F(3, 159)=0.339,
p=0.797, η 2 =0.006). As expected, participants were universally poor
at guessing the Fake shapes at approximately chance (1/3) level.
Final Decision Performance: We calculated the percentage of
trials in which the participant correctly selected the correct shape
after seeing the AI’s recommendation, which represents the main
outcome of the AI-assisted decision making. The results combining
all shape categories showed there was a significant effect of the
level of complementary expertise on the final decision performance
(F(3, 159)=145.732, p<0.001, η 2 =0.737), with post hoc comparisons
with a Bonferroni adjustment revealing that all conditions were
significantly higher than the others. Performance increased as the
level of complementarity increased as shown in Figure 2a.
Considering only the Fake shapes, the results showed that the
level of complementary expertise had a significant effect on the
final decision of Fake shape categories (F(3, 159)=150.537, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.743), with post hoc comparisons revealing that all conditions
significantly different than the others. As shown in Figure 2b, participants had more correct final decisions as the level of complementary
expertise increased. As the AI’s expertise in Fake shapes increasingly complemented the human’s expertise in Regular shapes, the
better the human-AI team performed in correctly identifying the
shape of the object.
Although their first guesses were not impacted by level of the
AI’s complementary expertise, human-AI team performance on the
final decision (after seeing the recommendation of the AI) significantly increased as expertise complementary increased, particularly for cases in which the participant had low expertise (the Fake
shape categories). Therefore, H1, which hypothesized that increased complementary expertise degree leads to higher humanAI team performance, is supported.
3.5.3 Reliance Behaviors. Reliance was measured using two behaviors: agreement frequency and switch-to-agree frequency. For
trials showing Regular shapes, the results of these two measures
revealed that people tended to rely on their own expertise to make
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(a) All Shapes
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(b) Fake shapes

Figure 2: Final decision performance (in percent) across four levels of complementary expertise (Level 0: Completely overlapping expertise; Level 3: Completely complementary expertise) for correctly identifying: (a) All shapes; (b) Fake shapes. As the
level of complementary expertise increased, participants were able to correctly identify the object more often.
the first and final guesses, as we had expected because they were
already familiar with Circles, Triangles, and Rectangles (see Appendix A.2.2 for details). In the following sections, we focus on the
results for all shapes and Fake shapes only, because participants
need AI assistance for Fake shapes.
Agreement Frequency: The trials in which the participant’s
final guess was the same as the AI’s recommendation were counted
as agreement. First looking at all the trials (both Regular and Fake
shapes), there was a significant effect of complementary expertise
degree on agreement frequency (F(3,159)=32.900, p<0.001, η 2 =0.388),
as shown in Figure 3a. Post hoc comparisons with a Bonferroni adjustment showed that all complementarity levels were significantly
different from the others. As the level of complementarity increased,
participants tended to agree with the AI less often (Figure 3a).
For Fake shapes only, participants’ agreement with the AI’s
recommendation also increased significantly as the level of complementary expertise increased (F(3,159)=45.417, p<0.001, η 2 =0.466), as
shown in Figure 3b. Post hoc comparisons showed that all complementarity levels were significantly different from the others. As the
AI was better at Fake shapes (but made poorer recommendations
for the Regular shapes), and participants tended to agree with and
rely on the AI’s recommendation for Fake shapes.
We also investigated how the degree of complementary expertise affected agreement with the AI over time across multiple trials
of shape identification. Participants were shown seven examples
of each of the three Fake shapes in random order. We used the
trial order number (1 through 7) as a factor in our analysis to determine whether agreement changed across trials and focus on
looking at its interaction with the level of complementary expertise. The results show that people’s agreement over time differed
significantly across different levels of complementary expertise
(F(18,3359)=2.958, p=0.007, η 2 =0.005). More specifically, in the early
trials, the agreement frequency with the AI is similar across all levels of complementary expertise (because participants have not had

a chance to learn the expertise of the AI). However, as participants
encountered more trials and more recommendations by the AI, they
agreed more frequently over time (β=0.117, p=0.005) for the highest
complementary level (Level 3), shown as the top red line in Figure
4, while in contrast, they agreed less frequently over time (β=-0.145,
p<0.001) for the lowest complementarity level (Level 0), as shown
in the bottom blue line in Figure 4. The pattern provides evidence
that when the AI demonstrates its expertise (or lack thereof) in
areas of the task (in this case, Fake shapes) that the participant
has little to no expertise, the participant is able to discern the AI’s
(non-)expertise and adjust their reliance on its recommendations
over time, instead of just blindly agreeing with the AI.
Switch-to-agree Frequency: We investigated another measure
of reliance on the AI: how often participants switched their answers
to match the AI after seeing the AI’s recommendation. This measure
tracks the affirmative behavior to both agree and rely on the AI’s
recommendation that differed from the participant’s initial guess.
For all shapes combined, the results showed that complementary
expertise degree had a significant effect on the switch-to-agree
frequency (F(3,159)=27.621, p<0.001, η 2 =0.347), as shown in Figure
5a. As the level of complementary expertise increased, the amount
of switching to agree with the AI also increased. Post hoc analyses revealed that the lowest level of complementary (level 0) had
significantly lower amount of switching than the other levels.
A similar pattern was found for identifying only the Fake shapes,
where the switch-to-agree frequency was significantly influenced
by the level of complementary expertise (F(3,159)=29.101, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.359), as shown in Figure 5b. When using the AI system with
the lowest level of complementary expertise (level 0), participants
switched less often than in all others conditions. As the AI better
complemented the expertise of the participant with better recommendations in the Fake shapes, participants were able to notice this
and switch their answers after seeing the AI’s recommendation.
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(b) Fake shapes

Figure 3: Agreement frequency (in percent) across four levels of complementary expertise (Level 0: Completely overlapping
expertise; Level 3: Completely complementary expertise) when identifying: (a) All shapes; (b) Fake shapes. For All Shapes that
include both Regular and Fake Shapes, participants disagreed more often with the AI’s recommendation as the AI’s expertise
in Regular shapes decreased, as expected. For Fake Shapes only, agreement with the AI’s recommendation increased as the
AI’s expertise in Fake shapes increased (more complementary to participant’s expertise), also as expected.

Figure 4: The change of agreement frequency over trials
across four complementarity levels (Fake shapes). As participants encountered more trials and more recommendations
by the AI, they agreed with the AI more frequently over
time for highest complementary level (Level 3), as shown the
top red line), while in contrast, they agreed less frequently
over time for the lowest complementarity level (Level 0), as
shown in the bottom blue line.

We also considered how often participants, after seeing the AI’s
recommendation, switched their initial answer to another choice
that did not match the AI’s recommendation. In fact in our data,
participants rarely exhibited this behavior. Including these small
number of cases into the analysis yielded nearly identical results
(see Switch Frequency in Appendix A.2.3). Therefore, when participants switched their guess, it was to align their guess to the AI’s

recommendation (rather than choosing a third option that neither
the AI nor the participant guessed initially).
Overall, participants behaved differently in identifying the Regular and Fake shapes. For Regular shapes, as expected, people relied solely on their own expertise to make decisions. However, for
identifying unfamiliar Fake shapes, the results showed that participants relied on the AI’s recommendation to make their final
decision. Moreover, two behavior measures of reliance, agreement
frequency and switch-to-agree frequency, both increased along
with the increased level of complementary expertise. Participants
were able to perceive over time when the AI is correct and can be
relied upon, and align their final answer to match the AI appropriately. Thus, H2, which stated that people rely on the AI system more with increased complementary expertise degree,
is supported, particularly for cases in which the participant
has low expertise (Fake shapes) and can benefit from AI assistance.
3.5.4 Trust. We measured subjective trust in the AI system using
a validated questionnaire developed by Muir & Moray [34]. The
results showed that there was a significant effect of complementary
expertise on trust (F(3,159)=5.141, p=0.002, η 2 =0.090). See Figure
6. Post hoc comparisons revealed that participants in complementarity level 0 (mean=3.648) had lower subjective trust ratings than
those assigned to level 3 (mean=4.689, p<0.001) condition. However, subjective trust did not monotonically increase with higher
levels of complementary expertise, with no significant difference between two intermediate levels 1 (mean=4.231) and 2 (mean=4.089)
in which the AI had partial complementary expertise with the
participant. Thus, H3, which hypothesized that trust in AI
system increases along with the increased complementary
expertise degree, was partially supported.
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Figure 5: Switch-to-agree frequency (in percent) across four levels of complementary expertise (Level 0: Completely overlapping expertise; Level 3: Completely complementary expertise) for identifying: (a) All shapes; (b) Fake shapes. After making
their first guess and then seeing the AI’s recommendation, participants switched their guess to agree with the AI’s recommendation more often since the AI’s expertise in Fake Shapes better complemented the participant’s expertise in Regular
shapes.
to match the AI’s recommendation more often as the level of complementary expertise increased, indicating that participants were
able to detect the AI’s expertise in Fake shapes over time and rely
on it more. However, ratings of subjective trust did not follow the
same clear pattern of increase, with no significant difference between two intermediate levels (2 & 3) in which the AI had partial
complementary expertise with the participant. In these conditions
where there is the bot is good at some Regular shape categories and
some Fake shape categories, it is more difficult for the participant to
detect for which cases the AI has expertise or not. Thus, there is an
opportunity for the AI to better communicate its expertise to their
human partner. In our next study, we investigate how embracing
or distancing language in explanations can help humans calibrate
better to the expertise of their AI partner.
Figure 6: Subjective trust ratings (from the Scale of Trust
in Automated Systems [34]) across four levels of complementary expertise (Level 0: Completely overlapping expertise; Level 3: Completely complementary expertise). Overall,
there is a trend that subjective trust increases as the level of
complementary expertise increased. Post hoc comparisons
reveal that the only pairwise difference was between the
lowest and highest levels of complementary expertise, with
no statistical difference among the levels where the AI exhibited expertise in at least one shape category with which
the participants needed help (i.e., a Fake shape).

Summary The results show that when the AI had greater complementary expertise (i.e., less overlap with the participant’s expertise [Regular shapes] but more expertise with Fake shapes, with
which participants were unfamiliar), participants were able to correctly identify more shapes and achieve higher performance. Further analysis showed that participants also switched their answers

4

STUDY 2: EMBRACING AND DISTANCING
LANGUAGE IN EXPLANATIONS

The results of study 1 showed that participants had difficulty calibrating their trust in the AI in cases of partial complementary
expertise. Since in most real world settings expertise will not overlap or complement perfectly, it is important to understand how to
close this gap.
Linguistic manipulation of psychological distance (such as the
use of embracing or distancing language) is a key method to help
communicate confidence and support an appropriate level of trust
between parties [31]. In our second study, we leverage this insight
to investigate the following research question:
• Research Question 2 (RQ2): How does embracing or distancing language in AI explanations affect trust, reliance behavior, and team performance in AI-assisted decision making
across different levels of complementary expertise?
To answer this question, we formulated the following hypotheses:
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• H4a: Embracing language in AI explanations will communicate the AI system’s high confidence in its recommendation,
leading to higher reliance on the AI’s recommendation.
• H4b: Distancing language in AI explanations will communicate the AI system’s low confidence in its recommendation,
leading to lower reliance on the AI’s recommendation.
• H5: Higher reliance on an AI system with high expertise
(i.e., mostly makes correct recommendations) will result in
higher team performance, whereas higher reliance on an
AI system with low expertise (i.e., mostly makes incorrect
recommendations) will result in lower team performance.
• H6: Providing an explanation that includes the features and
logic used by the AI will help participants learn new expertise.
• H7: Embracing language in AI explanations will increase
the human partner’s subjective trust in the AI system.
In other words, we hypothesized that using embracing language
in the AI’s explanation will lead to higher reliance and distancing language will lead to lower reliance on the AI’s recommendation. An open question we aimed to answer was: does embracing/distancing language increase/decrease reliance, regardless of
whether the AI’s recommendation was ultimately correct or incorrect? If the AI’s recommendation is in fact correct, then higher
reliance will result in better team performance. However, in real life,
the AI’s recommendation may or may not actually be correct, and
under-reliance on a correct recommendation or over-reliance on an
incorrect recommendation will lead to poorer team performance.
Next we describe how we enhanced the design of our first study to
address these hypotheses.

4.1

Task and User Interface Design

We used the same object identification task as in Study 1 with
the same three Regular shapes types (Rectangle, Circle, Triangle)
and the same three Fake shape types (Senectus, Pharetra, Ultrices).
The task steps remained the same (Figure 1) with the only change
being the addition of a dialog box (Figure 7) with an image of
ShapeBot and a written explanation shown with the ShapeBot’s
recommendation.
The explanations were designed to follow a standard template:
[Point-of-view (POV)] [Belief marker] this is a [AI recommendation]
because [Point-of-view (POV)] [Belief marker] it has [reasons].
For example, "I think this is a Triangle because I believe it has
three sides," which uses a 1st person POV ("I") and distancing belief
marker ("think...believe")
When ShapeBot makes a wrong recommendation, it is a classification error–not a perception error, so even though the recommended shape is ultimately incorrect, the reason always accurately
describes the object shown. For example, if shown a Triangle but
ShapeBot incorrectly classifies it as a Circle, it would say "I think
this is a Circle because I believe it has three sides."

4.2

Study Design

We designed a factorial between-subject experiment with complementarity level (4 levels), point-of-view (POV) (2 levels), and belief
marker (2 levels) as the factors to investigate how it affects team

Figure 7: The task interface shown to participants, including
the AI’s recommendation and explanation, in Study 2.

performance, behavioral reliance, and subjective trust. A control
condition with no explanation was also included. Each participant
was assigned to a version of ShapeBot that had a particular combination of expertise across Regular and Fake shapes and explained
its recommendation using a particular combination of POV and
belief markers, except in the control condition that had no explanation text at all. The study design and task were reviewed and
approved by a third party outside our research group according to
our organization’s standard protocol.
4.2.1 Independent Variables. The manipulation of complementarity levels in study 2 was the same as the study 1, which has four
levels as shown in Table 1. Two other independent variables, pointof-view (POV) and belief marker, were used to manipulate language
distance in this study. Point-of-view had two levels: the 1st-person
POV ("I") and the 3rd-person POV ("ShapeBot"). Belief marker also
had two levels: embracing markers ("knows...realizes") and distancing markers ("thinks...believes"). Combining the POV and belief
marker for different distancing levels resulted in four explanation
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conditions plus one no-explanation control condition. See Table 2
for details.
4.2.2 Dependent Variables & Analysis. The dependent variables
and their measurements in this Study 2 are the same as Study
1, including performance (the percent of shapes correctly identified), reliance behavior (agreement percentage and switch-to-agree
percentage), and subjective trust (as measured by the Trust in Automated Systems scale developed by Muir & Moray [34]).
In Study 1, we observed that participants mostly ignored ShapeBot’s recommendations for the Regular shapes, so in this study,
we focus our analysis only on the trials with Fake shapes because
these trials are where participants may actually consider ShapeBot’s
recommendations.
Another important difference from the previous analysis is that
we are interested in understanding how embracing or distancing language (as operationalized with POV and belief markers)
increases or decreases reliance on the AI’s recommendation, both
for cases when the AI is an "Expert" (i.e., mostly makes correct
recommendations) and cases when the AI is a "Non-Expert" (i.e.,
mostly makes incorrect recommendations). Recall that ShapeBot is
assigned to be an expert between zero to three Fake shapes categories, in different conditions of complementary expertise. Thus
we analyze the effect of explanations on two subsets of data:
• Expert AI cases: the trials that present shapes that ShapeBot identifies correctly 100% of the time.
• Non-Expert AI cases: the trials that present shapes that
ShapeBot identifies poorly being correct approximately at
the level of random guessing.
According to Hypothesis H5, embracing language leading to higher
reliance in Expert AI trials should result in higher team performance.
However, embracing language leading to higher reliance in NonExpert trials should result in lower team performance.

4.3

Participants

For Study 2, a total of 395 participants were recruited from Amazon
Mechanical Turk and fully completed the study task, and 37 inattentive responses were excluded for making more than two mistakes
when identifying the Regular shapes, resulting in a dataset with
358 participants. Participants were paid a base rate ($1.50) and a
performance bonus payment based on the final points earned (1
point =$0.02). Participants received an average bonus of $1.26 and
took a median of 14.06 minutes to complete the task, for a median
hourly rate of $11.78. All participants provided informed consent
prior to beginning the study.

4.4

Results

To test our hypotheses, we used the Mixed Linear Model package
in SPSS Statistics 26, with an alpha level set at 0.05 and Bonferroni
alpha correction for post-hoc comparisons. For the sake of brevity,
we focus on statistically significant results, and selectively report
statistically insignificant results to address our specific hypotheses.
Also, we focus only on Fake shapes because participants could
benefit from ShapeBot’s recommendation for only Fake shapes
based on the result of Study 1. To evaluate the independent effects of
using POV (1st person or 3rd person) and belief markers (embracing
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or distancing) on each the dependent variables, we conduct a twoway ANOVA. To identify whether each linguistic factor had an
effect significantly different than having no explanation at all, we
conducted a one-way ANOVA with the three levels (two levels of
the linguistic factor plus no explanation.)
4.4.1 Manipulation Check. Similar to Study 1, the manipulation of
complementary expertise degree was effective—participants recognized the differences across conditions. Specifically, ratings of how
well the AI system performed in identifying the Regular shapes
decreased (F(3, 357)=56.556, p<0.001, η 2 =0.324), and in identifying
the Fake shapes increased (F(3, 357)=98.048, p<0.001, η 2 =0.454) as
the level of complementary expertise increased.
In terms of the impact of the level of complementary expertise,
the results corroborate the finding from Experiment 1 that people tend to have higher final guess performance (F(3, 357)=306.537,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.722), reliance (Agreement Frequency: F(3, 357)=59.178,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.334; Switch-to-agree Frequency: F(3, 357)=46.404,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.282), and subjective trust (F(3, 357)=5.377, p=0.001,
η 2 =0.044) when interacting with an increased complementary expertise degree AI system. In the following sections, we focus only
on the effect of using embracing or distancing language in the
explanation.
4.4.2 Performance. First Guess Performance Participants were
given a chance to make a first guess at the shape before seeing
ShapeBot’s recommendation. Given that Fake shapes were unfamiliar to participants at the beginning of the task, how well they
correctly identified the shape on their first guess (i.e., % correct) can
indicate participants’ ability to learn to identify these novel shapes
based on previous cases shown and the explanations provided by
ShapeBot.
(1) Expert AI cases: Considering the shapes that ShapeBot
was assigned to identify correctly 100%, we first performed
a two-way ANOVA to measure the effects of the point-ofview (POV) and belief markers on first guess performance.
Both POV (F(1, 2953)=5.724, p=0.017, η 2 =0.002) and belief
marker (F(1, 2953)=30.745, p<0.001, η 2 =0.010) had significant
effects on first guess performance. Post hoc analysis with a
Bonferroni adjustment revealed that participants made better
first guesses with an explanation using the 1st person POV
(mean=43.132%) than the 3rd person POV (mean=41.642%)
(Figure 8). An explanation using the embracing belief marker
(mean=44.113%) led to a higher first guess performance than
with the distancing belief marker (mean=40.661%) (Figure 9).
No evidence was found to support the interaction between
POV and markers on first guess performance.
To identify whether each POV and belief marker had an effect significantly different than having no explanation at all,
we conducted a one-way ANOVA with the three levels (two
levels of the linguistic factor plus a third level of no explanation). For POV, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (1st
person, 3rd person, no explanation) showed significant differences among the three levels (F(2, 3723)=66.914, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.035) (Figure 10). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni
adjustment revealed that providing explanations with either
the 1st person POV (mean=42.857%) or the 3rd person POV
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Table 2: Examples of combining POV and Belief Marker in the language used in explanations.

Embracing Marker
Belief Marker
Distancing Marker

Point of View
1st Person POV
3rd Person POV
I know this is a [AI recommendation] ShapeBot knows this is a [AI recommendation]
because I realize it has [reasons].
because ShapeBot realizes it has [reasons].
I think this is a [AI recommendation] ShapeBot thinks this is a [AI recommendation]
because I believe it has [reasons].
because ShapeBot believes it has [reasons].

Figure 8: First guess performance (in percent) between
two point-of-view levels (Expert AI cases). The participants
makes a first guess before seeing the AI’s recommendation
and thus represents how well they have learned to identify
the shape on their own based on previous cases shown. Participants learned the novel Fake shapes better with 1st person POV than with 3rd person POV.

Figure 9: First guess performance (in percent) between two
belief marker levels (Expert AI cases). The participants
makes a first guess before seeing the AI’s recommendation
and thus represents how well they have learned to identify
the shape on their own based on previous cases shown. Participants learned the novel Fake shapes better with embracing marker than with distancing marker.

(mean=41.661%) led to significantly higher first guess performance than having no explanation (mean=34.805%). For belief markers, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (embracing,
distancing, no explanation) showed significant differences
among the three levels (F(2, 3723)=81.106, p<0.001, η 2 =0.042)
(Figure 11). Post hoc analysis revealed all levels were significantly different, with the highest first guess performance
using the embracing marker (mean=44.006%), followed by
the distancing marker (mean=40.679%), and finally by no
explanation (mean=34.805%).
(2) Non-Expert AI cases: Considering the trials in which the
AI was assigned to identify the object poorly (being correct
only 2 out of 7 times), a two-way ANOVA showed a statistically significant effect of belief marker (F(1, 2967)=11.232,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.004) on first guess performance. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that participants
were more likely to correctly identify the shape on their
first guess with explanations using the distancing belief
marker (mean=39.661%) than the embracing belief marker
(mean=37.683%) (Figure 12). We also found a significant interaction effect (F(1, 2967)=4.930, p=0.026, η 2 =0.002) between
belief markers and POV on the first guess performance (Figure 13). We note that the most embracing combination (embracing belief marker and 1st person POV) resulted in the
worst performance among the explanation conditions.
For POV, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (1st person,
3rd person, no explanation) showed significant differences
(F(2, 3814)=10.428, p<0.001, η 2 =0.005). Post hoc analysis with
a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that providing explanations with either the 1st person POV (mean=38.707%) or
the 3rd person POV (mean=38.919%) led to significantly
higher first guess performance than when no explanation
was provided (mean=36.009%) (Figure 14). In addition, for belief marker, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (embracing,
distancing, no explanation) showed significant differences
among levels (F(2, 3814)=15.797, p<0.001, η 2 =0.008). Post hoc
analysis revealed all levels were significantly different, where
participants had the highest first guess performance with an
explanation using the distancing marker (mean=39.689%),
followed by the embracing marker (mean=37.776%), and finally with no explanation having the lowest first guess performance (mean=36.009%) (Figure 15).
As expected, providing AI explanations that expose the relevant features of the shapes useful for categorizing them helped
participants pay attention to these features and learn to identify
the shapes themselves before seeing ShapeBot’s recommendation
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Figure 10: First guess performance (in percent) across pointof-view levels and no explanation (Expert AI cases). Participants learned the novel Fake shapes significantly better with
explanations using either the 1st person POV or 3rd person
POV than with No Explanation.

Figure 11: First guess performance (in percent) across belief
marker levels and no explanation (Expert AI cases). Using
the embracing belief marker in explanation text resulted
in the highest learning of novel shapes by participants, followed by the distancing belief marker, and then by no explanation with the lowest.

in each trial. Furthermore, the results show that embracing language (using 1st person POV, "I" and embracing belief markers,
"know...realize") with an Expert AI helped participants learn the
shapes better than distancing language. For a Non-Expert AI that
displayed incorrect recommendations, we saw the expected higher
learning when using the distancing language (using distancing
belief markers, "think...believe") because it helped participants to
have lower confidence in the incorrect recommendations. Thus,
H6 which hypothesized that providing an explanation that
includes the features and logic used by the AI will help participants learn new expertise is confirmed.
Final Decision Performance After making their first guess,
participants were shown the AI’s recommendation along with an
explanation and then made their final decision about the type of
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Figure 12: First guess performance (in percent) between
two belief marker levels (Non-Expert AI cases). Participants
learned the novel Fake shapes better with the distancing
marker than the embracing marker.

Figure 13: The two-way interaction between POV and belief
marker on first guess performance (Non-Expert AI cases).
The explanation style using the most embracing combination (1st person POV + embracing belief marker) had the
lowest first guess performance, that is, the least amount of
learning. Embracing a non-expert AI resulted in learning incorrect categorizations.

the shape. How often their final decision correctly identifies the
shape is a measure of human-AI team performance.
(1) Expert AI cases: When considering the shapes that the AI
was assigned to identify correctly 100%, we first performed a
two-way ANOVA to measure the effects of the point-of-view
(POV) and belief markers on final decision performance. Belief marker (F(1, 2953)=27.102, p<0.001, η 2 =0.009) and the interaction between POV and belief marker (F(1, 2953)=12.869,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.004) had significant effects on final decision
performance. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment
revealed that participants correctly identified the shapes
more often with explanations using the embracing belief
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Figure 14: First guess performance (in percent) across pointof-view levels and no explanation (Non-Expert AI cases). Participants learned the novel Fake shapes significantly better
either with 1st person POV or 3rd person POV than with No
Explanation.

Figure 15: First guess performance (in percent) across belief
marker levels and no explanation (Non-Expert AI cases). Using the distancing belief marker in explanation text resulted
in the highest learning of novel shapes by participants, followed by the embracing belief marker, and then by no explanation with the lowest.

marker (mean=83.499%) than using distancing belief marker
(mean=80.122%) (Figure 16). We also observed in the two-way
interaction (Figure 17) that the most distancing of explanation conditions (combining the distancing belief marker and
3rd person POV) had the lowest percentage of correctly identified shapes. Both factors of belief marker and POV seem
to indicate that using distancing language in explanations
for an AI that identifies shapes well leads to lower team
performance.
To determine whether the effects of POV and belief markers
on final decision performance were significantly different
than having no explanation at all, we conducted a one-way
ANOVA with three levels for each factor. For POV, a one-way
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Figure 16: Final decision performance (in percent) between
belief marker (Expert AI cases). Providing explanation with
embracing marker led to significantly higher number of
shapes correctly than distancing belief markers.

Figure 17: The two-way interaction between POV and belief marker on final decision performance (Expert AI cases).
The explanation style using the most distancing combination (3rd person POV + distancing belief marker) had the
lowest final decision performance.

ANOVA with three levels (1st person, 3rd person, no explanation) showed significant differences (F(2, 3723)=10.519,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.006). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that participants had significantly higher
final decision performance with explanations using either
the 1st person POV (mean=82.264%) or the 3rd person POV
(mean=81.329%) than with no explanation (mean=78.571%)
(Figure 18). For belief marker, a one-way ANOVA with three
levels (embracing, distancing, no explanation) showed significant differences (F(2, 3723)= 22.205, p<0.001, η 2 =0.012).
Post hoc analysis revealed that participants had significantly
higher final decision performance with explanations using embracing belief markers (mean=83.561%) than with
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either distancing markers (mean= 80.205%) or no explanation (mean=78.571%) (Figure 19).

Figure 18: Final decision performance (in percent) across
points-of-view levels and no explanation (Expert AI cases).
Providing any explanation led to higher learning of the
shapes than no explanation at all.

Figure 19: Final decision performance (in percent) across belief markers level and no explanation (Expert AI cases). Providing any explanation with embracing belief marker led
to higher final decision performance than distancing belief
markers and no explanation at all.
(2) Non-Expert AI cases: Considering the trials in which the
AI was assigned to identify the object poorly (being correct
only 2 out of 7 times), a two-way ANOVA with POV and
belief markers did not show any significant effects on final decision performance. Neither POV (F(1, 2967)=3.480, p=0.062,
η 2 =0.001), belief marker (F(1, 2967)=0.066, p=0.798, η 2 <0.001),
nor the two-way interaction between these two factors (F(1,
2967)=3.221, p=0.073, η 2 =0.001) had any significant impact
on the final decision performance. For the (non-significant)
effect of POV, final decision performance was highest for
the 3rd person POV (mean=38.318%), followed by the 1st
person (mean=37.346%). Even though the more distancing
3rd person POV had higher performance than the embracing

Figure 20: Final decision performance (in percent) across
point-of-view levels and no explanation (Non-Expert AI
cases). Participants had the better final decision performance with either the 1st person POV or the 3rd person POV
than having No Explanation.

Figure 21: Final decision performance (in percent) across belief marker levels and no explanation (Non-Expert AI cases).
Using either the distancing or embracing belief marker in explanation text resulted in higher final decision performance
than having no explanation.

1st person POV, as would be expected when casting doubt
on an non-expert AI, it was not statistically higher.
However, an analysis using the one-way ANOVA with three
levels for each factor showed significant differences among
levels for both POV (F(2, 3814)=8.421, p<0.001, η 2 =0.004) and
belief marker (F(2, 3814)=6.923, p<0.001, η 2 =0.004). Post hoc
analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that having
explanations using either the 1st person (mean=37.997%) or
3rd person POV (mean=38.318%) resulted in more shapes correctly identified than having no explanation (mean=35.891%)
(Figure 20). Likewise, participants performed better when
they had explanations using embracing (mean=37.997%) and
distancing belief markers (mean=37.764%) than no explanation at all. (Figure 21).
We found significant effects on task performance (number of
shapes correctly identified) for embracing and distancing language
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in explanations for cases when the AI performed expertly. In particular, using the embracing belief marker ("knows...believes") led
to a higher percentage of shapes identified than using the distancing belief marker. The combination of the distancing belief marker
and the 3rd person POV led to the lowest percentage of shapes
correctly identified. However, we did not observe the similar effects
for the cases when the AI performed poorly. To further explain
why embracing and distancing language resulted in higher team
performance, we next consider whether embracing language led
participants to rely on the AI’s recommendation more often.
4.4.3 Reliance Behavior. To measure how much participants relied
on the AI’s recommendation, we consider how often participants
agreed with the AI’s recommendation as well as how often they
switched their answer to match the AI.
Agreement Frequency: Agreement frequency measures how
often participants’ final decisions agreed with ShapeBot’s recommendations.
(1) Expert AI cases: Considering the trials in which the AI
was assigned to identify shapes 100% correctly, a two-way
ANOVA found that belief marker (F(1, 2953)=27.102, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.009) and interaction between POV and belief marker
(F(1, 2953)=12.869, p<0.001, η 2 =0.004) had significant effects
on how often participants agreed with the AI’s recommendation. We note here that these factors followed the same pattern of significance as they had on final guess performance.
Specifically, post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment
showed that participants agreed with the AI’s recommendation more frequently with explanations using embracing
markers (mean=83.499%) than with distancing belief markers
(mean=80.122%). The interaction between the POV and belief
markers also indicated that the lowest agreement frequency
was found in the most distancing of explanation condition
(3rd person POV and distancing belief markers.)
For POV, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (1st person, 3rd person, no explanation) showed significant differences in agreement frequency (F(2, 3723)=10.519, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.006). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment
revealed that participants had significantly higher frequency
of agreement with the AI that used explanations with either the 1st person POV (mean=82.264%) or 3rd person POV
(mean=81.329%) than with no explanation (mean=78.571%).
For belief marker, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (embracing, distancing, no explanation) showed significant differences in agreement frequency (F(2, 3723)=22.205, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.012). Post hoc analysis revealed that participants had
significantly higher agreement with the AI that used explanations with the embracing belief marker (mean=83.561%)
than with either distancing marker (mean=80.205%) or no
explanation (mean=78.571%).
(2) Non-Expert AI cases: Considering the trials in which the
AI was assigned to perform poorly, a two-way ANOVA
showed that POV (F(1, 2967)=27.736, p<0.001, η 2 =0.009) and
belief marker (F(1, 2967)=5.017, p=0.025, η 2 =0.002) had the
significant effects on agreement frequency, while no evidence was found to support a significance of interaction
effect between these two factors (F(1, 2967)=0.044, p=0.843,
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η 2 <0.001). Specifically, post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni
adjustment revealed participants agreed with the AI’s recommendation significantly more frequently with explanations
using the 1st person POV (mean=52.757%) than with the
3rd person POV (mean=49.599%) (Figure 22). In addition,
for belief marker, post hoc analysis revealed that using embracing markers (mean=51.850%) led to significantly higher
agreement with the AI’s recommendation compared to the
distancing marker (mean=50.507%) (Figure 23).
For POV, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (1st person,
3rd person, no explanation) showed significant differences in
agreement frequency (F(2, 3814)=16.397, p<0.001, η 2 =0.009).
Post hoc analysis reveal that participants agreed with the
AI’s recommendation significantly less frequently in explanations using the 3rd person POV (mean=49.599%) compared
with either using the 1st person POV (mean=52.653%) or
no explanation at all (mean=53.129%) (Figure 24). For belief
markers, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (embracing,
distancing, no explanation) showed significant differences
(F(2, 3814)=5.994, p=0.003, η 2 =0.003). Post hoc analysis revealed that participants agreed with the AI’s recommendation significantly less frequently in explanations using the
distancing belief marker (mean=50.621%) than having no
explanation at all (mean=53.129%) (Figure 25).
For Agreement Frequency, we found a consistent pattern that using the embracing belief marker resulted in higher agreement with
the AI’s recommendation, whereas the using the distancing belief
marker resulted in lower agreement with the AI’s recommendation. Thus, H4a that hypothesized embracing language in AI
explanations will communicate the AI system’s high confidence in its recommendation, leading to higher reliance on
the AI’s recommendation is confirmed.
We also found a consistent pattern that using the 3rd person
POV tended to result in lower agreement with the AIs recommendation. It should be noted that we observe these effects in both
the cases where the AI’s recommendations are correct and incorrect. Thus, H4a that hypothesized distancing language in AI
explanations will communicate the AI system’s low confidence in its recommendation, leading to lower reliance on
the AI’s recommendation is confirmed.
Using embracing or distancing language can induce higher or
lower reliance on the AI’s recommendation, regardless of the AI’s
expertise in making correct recommendations. In cases where the
AI’s recommendations are incorrect, using the embracing belief
marker could induce automation bias and conversely using the
more distancing 3rd person POV could reduce automation bias.
To dive more deeply into what contributed to higher agreement,
we next consider when participants switched their initial guess to
match the AI’s recommendation.
Switch-to-agree Frequency Switch-to-agree frequency measures how often participants switched their answers after seeing
ShapeBot’s recommendation to match the recommendation. The
higher the switch-to-agree frequency, the higher reliance the participant would have on the AI.
(1) Expert AI cases: Switch-to-agree frequency was only significantly impacted by the interaction between POV and
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Figure 22: Agreement Frequency (in percent) between two
point-of-view levels (Non-Expert AI cases). People agreed
with the AI’s recommendation significantly less frequently
when presented with an explanation using the 3rd person
POV than with 1st person POV.

Figure 24: Agreement Frequency (in percent) across point-ofview levels and no explanation (Non-Expert AI cases). Participants agreed with the AI’s recommendation less frequently
when explanations used the 3rd person POV than with either
the 1st person POV or no explanation.

Figure 23: Agreement Frequency (in percent) between two belief marker levels (Non-Expert AI cases). Using a distancing
marker led to a significantly lower agreement with the AI’s
recommendation compared to having embracing markers.

Figure 25: Agreement Frequency (in percent) across belief
marker levels and no explanation (Non-Expert AI cases). The
no explanation condition had a significantly higher agreement frequency than the condition with explanations using
the distancing marker.

belief markers (F(1,2953)=14.749, p<0.001, η 2 =0.005). We find
a crossover effect (Figure 26) where as expected we see less
switching-to-agree with distancing belief markers than with
embracing belief markers, but only when used in combination with the 3rd person POV, and the opposite effect when
using 1st person POV.
For POV, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (1st person, 3rd person, and no explanation) showed significant
differences in switch-to-agree frequency (F(2, 3723)=11.847,
p<0.001, η 2 =0.006). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that having no explanation (mean=44.156%)
had significantly higher switch-to-agree frequency compared to the conditions where explanations were presented
with either 1st person POV (mean=40.097%) or 3rd person
POV (mean=40.000%) (Figure 27). Similarly, for belief markers, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (embracing, distancing, and no explanation) showed significant differences

in switch-to-agree frequency (F(2, 3723)=11.894, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.006). Post hoc analysis revealed the same pattern where
the no explanation condition had a significantly higher switchto-agree frequency than the conditions with embracing markers (mean=39.914%) or distancing markers (mean=40.167%)
(Figure 28).
(2) Non-Expert AI cases: A two-way ANOVA showed the
switch-to-agree frequency is significantly impacted by POV
(F(1, 2967)=42.412, p<0.001, η 2 =0.014) and the interaction
between POV and belief markers (F(1, 2967)=5.459, p=0.020,
η 2 =0.002). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that having an explanation using the 3rd person POV
(mean=22.630%) had a significantly lower switch-to-agree
frequency than using the 1st person POV (mean=26.701%)
(Figure 29). There was no evidence to indicate a significant effect of belief marker on switch-to-agree frequency. However,
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Figure 26: The two-way interaction between POV and belief marker on switch-to-agreement frequency (Expert AI
cases). The most distancing combination of 3rd person POV
and distancing belief marker resulted in the least amount of
switching-to-agree.

examining the interaction effect between POV and belief
marker (Figure 30), we see the lowest amount of switching is
associated with the most distancing explanation combination
(3rd person POV and distancing belief marker).
For POV, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (1st person,
3rd person, no explanation) found significant differences
in switch-to-agree frequency (F(2, 3184)=22.164, p<0.001,
η 2 =0.011). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment
revealed that using the 1st person POV (mean=26.803%) led
to significantly higher switching-to-agree than having no
explanation (mean=24.675%), whereas using the 3rd person
POV (mean=22.630%) led to significantly lower switchingto-agree than having no explanation at all (Figure 31). For
belief markers, a one-way ANOVA with three levels (embracing, distancing, no explanation) showed no significant
differences when using distancing markers (mean=24.720%),
embracing markers (mean=24.669%), and no explanation at
all (mean=24.675%).
In the cases where the AI had expertise to give correct recommendations, we observed that having an explanation actually led
to less switching than having no explanation at all. At first this
may seem unexpected, but this can be explained by considering the
participant’s base rate of correctly guessing the shape correctly on
the first guess before seeing the AI’s recommendation. After seeing previous cases with an AI that provided (correct) explanations
that referenced relevant shape features, participants were able to
learn to pay attention to the relevant shape features and correctly
identify them on their own more often than when not shown any
explanations (see 4.4.2). Thus, participants did not need to switch
their answer as often after seeing the AI’s recommendation (which
matched their initial guess anyway).
In contrast, for the cases where the AI did not provide good recommendations, participants were not able to learn the unfamiliar
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Figure 27: Switch-to-agree frequency (in percent) across
point-of-view levels and no explanation (Expert AI cases).
Providing an explanation either using the 1st person POV or
3rd person POV led to significantly less switching to agree
with the AI than having no explanation at all.

Figure 28: Switch-to-agree frequency (in percent) across levels of belief markers and no explanation (Expert AI cases).
Providing an explanation either using an embracing marker
or distancing marker led to significantly less switching to
agree with the AI than having no explanation at all.

Fake shapes as well and had to rely more on the AI’s recommendation to make their final decision. For these cases, we see a very
similar pattern to that of Agreement Frequency, where using the
more embracing 1st person POV in explanations led to more switching than having no explanation at all, and using the more distancing
3rd person POV led to less switching than having no explanation
at all. We further observe some incremental effect of the distancing belief marker in combination with 3rd person POV leading
to the lowest switching. These patterns add further evidence that
hypotheses H4a and H4b that embracing and distancing language
in explanations can impact the participant’s reliance on the AI’s
recommendations.
4.4.4 Trust. Similar to Study 1, there was a significant effect of
complementary expertise on subject trust ratings (F(3, 357)=5.967,
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Figure 29: Box plots of switch-to-agreement frequency (in
percent) between POV (Non-Expert AI cases). Providing an
explanation using 1st person POV led to significantly more
switching to agree with the AI than using 3rd person POV.

Figure 30: The two-way interaction between POV and belief
marker on switch-to-agreement frequency (Non-Expert AI
cases). The most distancing combination of 3rd person POV
and distancing belief marker resulted in the least amount of
switching-to-agree.

p<0.001, η 2 =0.050). However, post hoc comparisons with a Bonferroni adjustment showed that only the highest level of complementary expertise (level 3) was significantly higher than levels 0 and 1.
Similar to Study 1, we observe a general trend that higher trust is
associated with the highest level of complementary expertise. There
were no significant main effects of POV (F(1, 357)=0.382, p=0.537,
η 2 =0.001) and belief marker (F(1, 357)=0.013, p=0.910, η 2 <0.001),
two-way (p>0.050), nor three-way interactions (F(3, 357)=0.366,
p=0.777, η 2 =0.003) on trust in the AI system.
Including explanations along with the AI’s recommendations,
regardless of whether they used embracing or distancing language,
did not affect the subjective trust that participants had in the AI
system. Thus, H7 which hypothesized that using embracing
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Figure 31: Box plots of switch-to-agreement frequency (in
percent) across point-of-view levels and no explanation
(Non-Expert AI cases). Providing an explanation using a
distancing marker led to lowest switch-to-agree frequency,
followed by no explanation at all, and explanation using
embracing markers led to the highest switch-to-agree frequency.

language in AI explanations will increase the human partner’s subjective trust in the AI system is rejected.
Summary We found evidence to confirm H4a and H4b that
explanations that use embracing language (i.e., 1st person POV
and embracing belief markers "know...realize") resulted in higher
reliance (agreement and switch-to-agree frequencies) on the AI’s
recommendations than distancing language (i.e., 3rd person POV
and distancing belief markers "think...believe"), both in cases when
the AI behaved like an expert to consistently make correct recommendations, as well as, in cases when the AI behaved like a
non-expert to make mostly incorrect recommendations. Consequently, higher reliance on the expert AI resulted in participants
being able to identify the shapes correctly more often yielding a better final decision performance. Higher reliance on a non-expert AI
did result in slightly lower performance but it was not statistically
significant, and thus H5 is partially supported.
With respect to performance metrics, we found that having any
kind of explanation (regardless of distancing language) was effective
at helping participants learn to identify new unfamiliar Fake shapes
in the first guess before seeing the AI’s recommendation, confirming
H6. The explanations revealed the relevant features of the shapes
and the logic used by the AI, allowing the participant to build their
own classification model for the shapes.
We found no significant main effects of using embracing or
distancing language (either POV or belief markers) on subjective
trust in Study 2 (H7), though we replicated the same increase in trust
as complementary expertise (and usefulness of the AI) increased
that we found in Study 1. Subjective trust may thus depend more
strongly on complementary expertise than the type of explanation,
or our measure of subjective trust [34] was not sensitive enough
to detect differences. Overall, we have demonstrated the effects of
embracing and distancing language on human-AI team performance
and reliance, and next we discuss the larger implications of our
findings.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Complementary Expertise Supports Trust
and Reliance
The ideal partnership between humans and AIs has been based on
the premise of their complementary expertise. The hope is that
human weaknesses can be compensated by the AI’s strengths and
vice versa. Results from prior work [5] suggest that when an AI’s
expertise better complements a human’s expertise, performance
and reliance on the AI tend to be higher. The results of our first
study buttresses and extends these findings. Specifically, we found
that when there was a complete overlap in expertise (where both
the participant and the AI were good at identifying only all the
Regular shapes, and both poor in Fake shapes), participants trusted
and relied on the AI the least. Furthermore, when there was perfect
complementarity (where the participant was good at identifying
only in Regular shapes, and the AI was good at identifying all Fake
shapes), participants trusted and relied on the AI the most. It is
interesting to note that the increase in trust and reliance in the AI
is not due to a higher absolute level of expertise (as was found in
prior work [5, 50]), because in every condition of our study, the AI
always was an expert in exactly three shape categories. Further,
in the perfectly complementary case, participants still trusted and
relied on the AI, despite the AI making obviously glaring mistakes
when attempting to identify the Regular shapes (which humans
might presume to be the easy shapes to identify). This indicates that
subjective trust in an AI does not depend merely on absolute factors
as such competence, predictability, and reliability (as measured by
the Trust in Automated Systems scale [34] in our study), but that
these factors can be influenced by the perceived usefulness of the
AI for a task, which in turn is affected by complementary expertise.

5.2

Trust Calibration with Partially
Complementary Expertise

Even though behavioral measures of reliance (agreeing, and switching to the recommendation of the AI) consistently increased with
the degree of complementary expertise in our first study, ratings
of subjective trust did not follow the same increasing pattern. In
fact, there was no statistically significant difference in subjective
trust between the partially complementary expertise levels 1 and
2 (Figure 6), when the AI was an expert in only one and only two
Fake shape categories, respectively. In these conditions, the AI was
not universally good or bad at the Fake shapes (as they were in
levels 0 and 3), and thus participants needed to figure out which
Fake shape categories the AI could be relied on to get right. Prior
work [3] has found that error boundaries can be more difficult for
people to detect and form mental models of when they are less
parsimonious (i.e., include more dimensions/factors) and more stochastic. Therefore, it was likely more difficult for participants to
form a mental model of the error boundary of AIs that had partially
complementary expertise, which results in perceptions of the AI
being less consistent or reliable in practice and affecting the participant’s trust. Relative expertise can be an important factor when
attempting to calibrate trust.
People calibrate their trust in an AI assistant based on the error
boundary they perceive. Our results indicate that not all errors
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are equally useful for trust calibration. In fact, errors made by the
AI in cases where the human is already a confident expert (e.g.,
identifying Regular shapes) can be safely ignored in the calibration
process (or relegated to simply confirming the human’s decision)
because the human does not need the recommendation from the
AI to perform well in those cases. Rather, attentional effort should
be focused on the cases where the human has low expertise and
requires help from the AI to perform well. For example, interactive AI systems can be designed to selectively reveal confidence
information, explanations, or other examples only when dealing
with cases where the human partner has low expertise. AI systems
can assess the expertise of their human partner using a variety of
methods, including common sense (what the average person is expected to know), years of experience (a resident doctor vs attending
doctor), directly asking the human about their expertise (though
this requires self-awareness and metacognition), or even inferring
the human’s expertise with known test cases at the beginning of
the interaction.

5.3

Using Embracing and Distancing Language
in Explanations

Prior work [11, 13, 45, 48] has described AI and robotic systems that
used natural language in explanations and rationales for recommendations to increase transparency and interpretability for the user.
There is also a thread of research [14] focused on automatically
generating easily understandable natural language rationales of AI
actions. In these examples, explanation statements almost always
used belief markers and point-of-view markers, yet prior work has
not systematically investigated their effects on trust, reliance, and
performance for human-AI teams. In other words, past work leaves
us with the question: Should designers of intelligent systems refer
to the AI in the third person ("ShapeBot") or have it refer to itself
in the first person ("I"), and should explanations use embracing
words ("knows") or more distancing words ("thinks")? And in what
situations should these be used?
The results of our second study demonstrate that the embracing
or distancing effect of these linguistic features do, in fact, have an
impact on whether humans rely on the AI’s recommendation, across
different levels of expertise. In particular, explanations that used embracing language such as embracing belief markers ("know...realize")
resulted in significantly higher reliance on the AI’s recommendation
than distancing belief markers ("think...believe") or no explanation
at all. In turn, higher reliance led to a higher number of AI-advised
final decisions being correct, in the cases when the AI’s recommendation was correct. In the cases when AI’s recommendation was
incorrect, we observed how the more distancing 3rd person POV
led to lower agreement with the recommendation, as expected, but
this lower agreement did not lead to significantly a higher final
decision performance. We note that disagreement with an incorrect
recommendation does not necessarily mean the participant will
select the correct answer when there are more than two options.
Thus, embracing and distancing effects may not be symmetric when
there are multiple options available.
Comparing the effects of belief markers and POV, the effect
sizes for belief markers were more often higher than POV, though
both factors appear to contribute to the embracing or distancing
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effect. Across our analyses, using the embracing belief marker was
associated with higher reliance behavior (higher agreement frequency) than the distancing belief marker, leading to higher team
performance (percentage of shapes identified correctly and learning novel shapes) when the AI was correct and leading to lower
team performance when the AI was incorrect. For POV, we observe
that the distancing effect of using the 3rd person POV was more
consistent than the embracing effect of using the 1st person POV,
with the 3rd person POV leading to lower reliance (agreement and
switch-to-agree frequencies). Interestingly, the combination of POV
and belief markers do seem to indicate some additive effects. For
example, among the four different combinations, we found the combination with the highest psychological distance (3rd person POV
+ distancing belief marker) to result in the lowest reliance (agreement and switch-to-agree frequencies) and the lowest final decision
performance in the cases with correct AI recommendations.
Based on our results, the simple use of the embracing belief
marker terms such as "know" or "realize" in AI explanations can
help communicate higher confidence than the use of the distancing
belief marker such as "thinks" or "believes," potentially leading to
higher reliance on the AI’s recommendation. Combining POV with
belief markers can also compound the embracing/distancing effects
on reliance. Of course, inducing higher reliance is not always beneficial, especially when the AI makes incorrect recommendations,
which will result in poor performance and automation bias. However, embracing language that induces a subtle form of automation
bias can potentially be leveraged to increase the acceptability and
reliance on an AI system, particularly in situations where the AI
system knows it can outperform the human. Likewise, distancing
language can be used in specific local cases when the AI has lower
confidence in its recommendation, or when it knows its human
partner likely has greater expertise.
One potential drawback of many types of explanations or confidence metrics is that they can introduce additional information that
the human must attend to during the task, and thus can increase
cognitive load [1] in already cognitively intense decision making
tasks. Using distancing or embracing language, on the other hand,
can be a subtle, non-numeric modality of conveying confidence
information to the user in a way that does not overload existing
numeric channels of cognition. Even though we have not explicitly
compared belief markers and point-of-view markers with numeric
confidence scores commonly used in prior work (e.g.,[52]), our
work has demonstrated that they might have similar effects on
(over-/under-)reliance on AI recommendations, without requiring
any basic level of numeracy or initial training in how to interpret
confidence scores.

5.4

Limitations and Future Work

We carefully designed the first study such that the AI system had
expertise that included knowledge that almost any person would
have (Regular shapes) as well as knowledge that no one could have
(Fake shapes). While this was necessary to isolate external variables
that could have polluted our study, it creates a natural trade-off with
external validity. A next step for our work would be to understand
the impact of different levels of complementary expertise in field
settings and with an AI trained on real data. In many cases, the
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expertise of the AI can be tuned to different points on the ROC
curve to better complement or overlap with the expertise of the
human partner. Another approach to study the role of complementary expertise in the field can be to fix the expertise of the AI but
include a range of expertise in the human partners from novices to
experienced experts. Additionally, our methodological approach,
a survey-based study, leaves out a deeper understanding of the
mental models people construct while making their decisions. To
address this concern, new survey-based studies or use more qualitative approaches can flesh out people’s thought processes (as in [17]).
Also, the first study focused on human-AI dyads exclusively. We
could manipulate the expertise of humans [16] and explore more
complex teams that involve multiple AIs and humans, or subgroups
of cooperative human-AI dyads.
In the second study, we focused on helping humans adapt their
level of reliance and trust in the AI system. Even though we found
clear impacts on reliance behaviors, our measure of subjective trust
may not have been sensitive enough to capture differences in subjective trust. Moreover, our approach was to manipulate the linguistic
characteristics of the explanation that the bot offered. The choice to
focus on language was driven both by past literature on psychological distance as well as the fact that it is relatively unexplored in past
work in human-AI collaborative systems. However, there are many
other ways that the bot’s explanation could be aligned to its expertise. In addition to graphical representations of confidence (e.g., [5])
future studies could manipulate the bot’s appearance; the bot could
be made interactive and mimic human gestures, facial expressions,
or other mannerisms that indicate confidence [37, 48, 49]. Future
work could investigate the use of multimedia; the bot could be made
to speak and the aural qualities of its voice could be manipulated
to suggest higher or lower confidence [44].

6

CONCLUSION

AI systems are becoming ubiquitous. As a consequence, most of
our everyday tasks will involve working with an AI system in one
way or another. But how we manage this new type of collaboration
is an open question. When we work with other people, we intuit
that different people have different abilities for different tasks, and
we expect to be able to complete tasks in our fields of expertise
while delegating other tasks. Our work shows that when an AI
agent has expertise that is complementary to their human partner,
people are able to complete certain tasks on their own and rely
on the advice the AI for other tasks, in much the same way they
might with a human partner. People were able to detect and rely on
the AI’s expertise as it complemented the human’s expertise more.
However, people did not always trust the AI more, even as their
expertise better complemented each other and their performance
increased. When the AI had expertise in some areas but not in
others that the human had low expertise, it was more difficult for
the human to calibrate to the AI which affected subjective trust in
the AI. This is perhaps not surprising—when two people collaborate they send each other signals via any number of explicit and
implicit mechanisms that are not available to an AI agent. There are
opportunities for AI systems to better assess the expertise of their
human partners to focus their explanations and other mechanisms
to increase transparency and reliance where they are needed most.
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Our results shows that using embracing or distancing language
can subtly affect people’s reliance on the AI. Our work is also one
example that for human-AI teams, the devil is in the details, and
that the methods that the AI uses to communicate its expertise must
be carefully designed. This suggests that there remains extensive
opportunities for digital designers of all stripes to bring to bear
their own expertise on the development of communication patterns
in user-facing AI systems.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Study 1 Design
Table 3: Fake Shapes Design
Fake Shape Name

Number of Sides

Border and Interior Patterns

4
4
5

Same dash pattern (both dots, both dashes, or both dot&dashes)
Different dash patterns
Same dash pattern (both dots, both dashes, or both dot&dashes)

Senectus
Pharetra
Ultrices

(a) Senectus Example 1

(b) Senectus Example 2

(c) Senectus Example 3

Figure 32: Three examples of the fake shape–Senectus, which have 4 sides and have border and interior patterns that match
(both dots, both dashes, both dots&dashes).

(a) Pharetra Example 1

(b) Pharetra Example 2

(c) Pharetra Example 3

Figure 33: Three examples of the fake shape–Pharetra, which have 4 sides and have border and interior patterns that do not
match.

Table 4: Total Number of Participants by Complementarity Level in Study 1.
Complementarity Expertise Condition
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Total

Number of Participants
45
39
48
28
160
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(a) Ultrices Example 1
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(b) Ultrices Example 2

(c) Ultrices Example 2

Figure 34: Three examples of the fake shape–Ultrices, which have 5 sides and have border and interior patterns that match
(both dots, both dashes, both dots&dashes).
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A.2

Study 1 Results

A.2.1 Performance-Regular shapes.
• First Guess Performance: For regular shapes, there was no
significant effects of complementarity on first guess performance (F(3, 159)= 0.811, p=0.490, η 2 =0.015). Participants
were able to correctly guess Regular shapes on their first try
without any trouble.
• Final Decision Performance: We found no significant difference in the final decision performance for Regular shapes
across the conditions (F(3, 159)=2.381, p=0.072, η 2 =0.044).
Similar to the first guess performance in the Regular shape
categories, participants’ final guesses were nearly all correct.
A.2.2 Reliance Behaviors-Regular shapes.
• Agreement Frequency: For Regular shapes, participants’ agreement with the AI’s recommendation decreased significantly
as the level of complementary expertise increased (F(3,159)=
16172.338, p<0.001, η 2 =0.997).Post-hoc comparisons showed
that participants would naturally agree with the recommendation less often as the AI made poorer recommendations
for the Regular shapes that they were already familiar with.
• Switch-to-agree Frequency: For Regular shapes, there were
no significant differences in switch-to-agree frequency among
levels of complementarity (F(3,159)=0.337, p=0.799, η 2 =0.006).
As expected, participants were already experts at identifying
Regular shapes in their first guess and rarely switched after
seeing the AI’s recommendation.
A.2.3 Switch Frequency-Fake Shapes.
• Switch Frequency: Switching occurred in trials when participant changed their guess after seeing the AI recommendation. For all shapes, the results show that there was a
significant effect of complementary expertise on switch frequency (F(3,159)=23.656, p<0.001, η 2 =0.313). As the level of
complementary expertise increased, the amount of switching also increased. Post-hoc analyses reveal that the lowest
level of complementary (level 0), when the AI’s expertise
completely overlapped with participant’s expertise in only
Regular shapes, had significantly lower amount of switching
than the other levels.
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A.3
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Study 2
Table 5: Total Number of Participants by Complementarity Level, POV, and Belief Marker Groups in Study 2.

Level 0

Embracing Marker
Distancing Marker
No Explanation
Total

Belief Marker

1st person
13
18

3rd person
17
17
18
83

Complementarity Level
Level 1
Level 2
Point-of-view
1st person 3rd person 1st person 3rd person
16
20
16
16
25
19
19
18
22
22
102
91

Level 3
Total
1st person
14
18

3rd person
19
17
14
82

Table 6: Mean and Standard Deviation of First Guess Performance (Non-Expert AI system - POV*Belief Marker).

Embracing marker (embr)
Distancing marker (dist)
Difference

1st Person POV (1st)
Mean
SD
36.782
0.646
40.070
0.544
embr vs. dist: p<0.001

3rd Person POV (3rd)
Mean
SD
38.585
0.583
39.252
0.583

Difference
1st vs. 3rd: p=0.038

Table 7: Mean and Standard Deviation of Final Decision Performance (Expert AI system - POV*Belief Marker).

Embracing marker (embr)
Distancing marker (dist)
Difference

1st Person POV (1st)
Mean
SD
82.579
0.699
81.807
0.613

3rd Person POV (3rd)
Mean
SD
84.142
0.635
78.437
0.644
embr vs. dist: p<0.001

Difference
1st vs. 3rd: p<0.001

Table 8: Mean and Standard Deviation of Switch-to-agree Frequency (Expert AI system - POV*Belief Marker).

Embracing marker (embr)
Distancing marker (dist)
Difference

1st Person POV (1st)
Mean
SD
38.254
0.823
41.514
0.722
embr vs. dist: p=0.003

3rd Person POV (3rd)
Mean
SD
41.284
0.748
38.679
0.758
embr vs. dist: p=0.014

Difference
1st vs. 3rd: p=0.006
1st vs. 3rd: p=0.007

131
151
76
358
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Table 9: Mean and Standard Deviation of Switch-to-agree Frequency (Non-Expert AI system - POV*Belief Marker).

Embracing marker (embr)
Distancing marker (dist)
Difference

1st Person POV (1st)
Mean
SD
26.108
0.685
27.294
0.576

3rd Person POV (3rd)
Mean
SD
23.498
0.617
21.762
0.617
embr vs. dist: p=0.047

Difference
1st vs. 3rd: p=0.005
1st vs. 3rd: p<0.001

